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Let E be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space H, f a Lipschitzian 
pseudocontractive mapping of E into itself. Ishikawa [5] has shown that the 
iteration scheme {x~} converges strongly to a fixed point off, where {xn} is 
defined by 
xo E E, 
(1) 
X n+1 = %fFnf(Xn) + (1 - AL) Xnl + (1 - 4 %i > 12 30, 
and {an}, {fin} satisfy: 0 ,< CX, < fin < 1 for all n, lim, /9,, = 0, and 
Cn %kBn = *- 
The author [6, Theorem 81, using the special case of (1) for which /31a = 0, 
and different conditions on {an} has established a similar result for strictly 
pseudocontractive mappings. An examination of the proof in [6] shows that it 
cannot be extended to pseudocontractive mappings. On the other hand, the 
theorem of Ishikawa does not inlcude that of the author’s since the proof in 
[5] requires the restriction 01, < fin and C LX&, = co, although one can 
obviously replace lim, ,& = 0 by lim supn pn <L-2(- 1 + (1 + L2)li2), 
where L is the Lipschitz constant. 
In this paper we show that most of the results of [6, 7, 81 can be extended to 
Ishikawa’s iteration scheme, thereby providing a much larger class of con- 
structive fixed point iteration procedures. 
We shall begin by considering continuous self-mappings of the closed unit 
interval. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a continuous self-mapping of J = [0, 11, (LX,},{&J 
satisfy (i) 0 < 01, , pn < 1, (ii) lim, 01, = 0, (iii) C 01, diverges, and (iv) 
lim, fin = 0. Then (1) converges to a$xedpoint off. 
The proof is similar to that in [4]. We first show that (xJ converges. Sup- 
pose 0 < [r < 6s < 1 are two distinct limit points of {x,}, and let x* E ([r&J. 
If f(x*) > x*, then, by the continuity of f, there is a number 
6 E (0, (x* - lw) such that 1 x - x* 1 < 6 implies f(x) > x. Since t2 is a 
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limit point of (xrL} we can choose an integer 1%: such that x5 > .Y* and ,&& < 612, 
I .x,Tl - x, / < S/2 for all n > iv. 
If x,~ 3 x* $ S/2, then x,“-r > x,v - S/2 2 x*. If x,~ < x* + S/2, then 
f(xN) > xN , so that y,,, = P,Vvf(xN) -j- (I - pN) .z”,” > xN > x*. Also .\I.~ < 
S/2 + (1 - PN) xN c: S/2 A- xN so that ys - x* 1 < 6, and f(yN) > yN . 
Therefore xN+r - xlv ~-- aR(f(yN) - yvlV) > 0, and x,“+r > xN > x*. By 
induction, each x, >> x * for n > N, contradicting that & is a limit point. 
Similarly, f(x”) < s* leads to the contradiction that t2 is a limit point. 
Therefore every point of ([r , [?) is a fixed point off. 
It then follows, as in [4], that (x,J converges. Call the limit 8. Suppose 
f(5) > E. N’ith E = (f(5) - JW, since x, - [ and f is continuous, we can 
find an Nsuch that n > Nimpliesf(y,) - xN > E. Thus lim,(x,_,, - xN) > 
lim, xE$ E 0l, = co, a contradiction to the fact that each x, E J. The 
assumption f (0 < [ also leads to a contradiction, so that [ is a fixed point. 
The special case of Theorem 1 with Pn ~1 0 appears as Theorem 1 in [6]. 
For nondecreasing functions the hypotheses of Theorem 1 can be weakened. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a continuous nondecreasing self-mapping of J, (an), 
{fin} satisfy (i) and (iii). Then ( 1) converges to a fixed point off. 
Proof. Let M, m denote, respectively, the supremum and infimum of the 
set of fixed points off in J. 0 < x < m implies f(x) > x and M < x < 1 
implies f (x) < x. If p and q are fixed points off satisfying m < p < q < M 
and f (2) f x for x E (p, q), then f (x) - x is of constant sign in the interval 
(p, q). These facts, along with the monotonicity off, force {xn} to be a mono- 
tone sequence, hence convergent. 
It remains to show that {xn} tends to a fixed point off. Suppose x,, > M. 
Then {xJ is decreasing, x, > M for each n, { f(xn)} is decreasing and 
x, > f(xn) for each n. Thus f (x,J < yn = ,Bn f (xn) + (1 - ,Q x, < x, . 
Let I = lim, x, . Then f(Z) < 1. 
Assume I > f (1). Then f(Z) >j( f (1)) which implies 1 > f (f(l)). Set 
2~ = 1 - f( f(Z)). Then there exists an integer N such that x, -f(yJ > E 
for all n 3 N. Hence xN ~ .Y~+,,~ > E CF-$‘” 01,~ - co, a contradiction. 
Therefore 1 = f (1). 
The proofs for other choices of x,, are similar. 
The special case of Theorem 2 for ,Bn z 0 appears in [7]. 
For any function f, the initial choice of x,, determines to which fixed point 
off the sequence defined in (1) will converge. Thus, if f is nondecreasing with 
three distinct fixed points p, q, Y satisfying 0 < p < q < r < 1, then 
x,, E [0, q) implies x, +p, whereas x,, E (q, I] implies x, --f Y. The sequence 
{x,}, never converges to the unstable fixed point q unless x0 = q. 
If {xn}, {zn> are two iteration schemes which converge to the same fixed 
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point p, we shall say that {xn} is better than (an} if j X, - p / 5; / z, - p / for 
all n. 
THEOREM 3. Let f, {an}, &) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
(a) (1) is better than {z,}, where z0 =: x0 and zntl = N, f (,zn) + 
(1 - 4 2, . 
(b) If q, > x0 , then w,,~~ 3 x,+~ fey each n, where {xv) is dejined by (1) 
and ZL’,,,~ = %fvLf(W~J + (1 - Pn) %I + (1 - 4 wn .
(c) If (ml satisfies ,& f yn < 1 for each n, and (tn} is defined by t, = x0, 
t,+l =-- cL, f [m f (tn) + (1 - yn) tn] + (1 - E,) t, , n .> 0, then {tn} is better 
than (xJ. 
(cl) If (6,) satisfies alL < 6, < 1 for each n, and {.zn} is dejined by z0 = x0 , 
znLl -= 6,, .f[,Bn f(qJ + (1 - &J zn] + (1 - 6,) z, , then (2,) is better thalz 
~4. 
We shall prove Theorem 3 only for x0 > M. The other cases are proved 
similarly. 
Proof of (a). Let yn = (1 - &J x, + iBn f (4. z1 - x1 = 05~(f(Z~) - 
.f(ya)). x0 > &’ implies f(xJ < x0, so that y,, < x0 . Thus f(yo) < f(x”) = 
f(.aJ and zr > x1 . Assume 2, > x, . xntl - .h+l = 4 f(x,) - f(yJ) + 
(1 - a,,) (an - x,). x0 > M implies X, > 111. Hence f(xJ < X, , so that 
yn < S,L 1 and the result follows. 
The proof of (b) is immediate. 
Proof of (c). Let yn = Yn f(tn) + (1 - rn> t, . x0 > M implies {rn}, 
{tnf are monotone decreasing in n and x, , t, > M for all n. xl - tl = 
4f bd - f( %)). y. - % = (y. - PO) (XO - f(d) 2 0, so that xl 2 t, 
Assume .G 2 h . .rnfl - kkl 2 4f (y,) - f( %I). yn - L = (x, - tn) + 
Pn( f(Xn) - 4 + Yn(tn - f (tn)) 2 (xn - L) t- Pn( f (%L) - &l) + Pn(tn - 
f(h)) = (J - PA bn - tn) 4 Bn(.f(d -f (tn)) > 0. 
Proof of(d). x0 > M implies {x,) and {an} are monotone decreasing to M. 
Let 77‘ -~= Pnf (4 t- (1 - Pn) 2, . Xl - 21 == %f(Y”) - sof(.Fo) + 
(5, - so) x0 . f(yo) ==f( yo), and f (x0) < x0 , so that x1 > zr . Assume 
x, > T,, . *~a+1 - z?L+1 = h - 4 + %(f(Yn) - Yn) -!- wn - f( Yiin)>. 
z, > Al implies .f(z,) < 2, . Therefore yn < z, , which implies f ( jin) < 
f(qJ. Thus z,, - f( pn) > 2, - f(Q > 0, and x,+~ - z,+~ > x, - z, + 
%(f(Yn) - Yn) + %&% - f(L)) = (1 - %I) (Xn - 4 + %(f (Yn) - 
f ( yn)). One then shows that yn > yR . 
Part (a) shows that (1) is better than the Mann iterative process [2, p. 661, 
(b) shows that the closer the initial guess X, is to a fixed point, the better (1) 
is. (c) and (d) show that the larger the 01, , lgn , the better the iteration scheme. 
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Since there is an optimum choice, the best scheme for (1) for increasing 
functions is Picard iteration [2, p. 661. 
For decreasing functions over J there is no best scheme, but one can 
obtain an easily computable error estimate. 
THEOREM 4. Let f be a continuous nonincreasing self-mapping of J, and let 
{a,}, &} satisfy (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1. Let {x,] be defined by (1) and let {ytij 
satisfy yn = /%f(xn) + (1 - Pn) xn > n 3 0. For each n such that 2or, < I, 
I&+1 - P I < I 4f (m) - f (4) + (1 - 4 (.xn - f (x4)1 j where P is the 
unique jixed point off. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of p are obvious. Suppose x, >: p for 
some n. Then f (xn) < p and f (xn) ,( x, . yn =-- Pnf(xn) + (1 - ,&) x,, 1; x, . 
Therefore f (m) 3 f (x,). xlz+l -P = %(f(rn) -P) + (1 - 4 (xn. - P) G 
a,(f (m) - f (xn)) + (1 - 4(x, - f (x,)) = a, , say. Also, x,+l - P 2: 
an( f (y,) - p) 3 a,( f (x,) - x,) = b, , say. The result follows, since 
2a1, ,( 1 implies a, + b, > 0. 
The case for x, <p is proved similarly. 
The special cases of Theorems 3 and 4 for fin := 0 appear in [7, 81. 
LetXbeaBanachspace,f:X-tX.Let~=(f:lJfx-pp/~~Ix-p,,I 
for each x E X, and each fixed point p off}. If f E Q then f is called quasi- 
nonexpansive. 
We now extend several results of Dotson [2] to iterations defined by (1). 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a strictly convex Banach space, E a closed convex 
subset of X, f : X + X, f continuous, f E Q on X and f (E) C K C X for some 
compact set K. Let (5,) be dejined by (I) with {an}, (/3,J satisfying (i), (iii), (iv), 
and {mn} has a cluster point in (0, 1). Then (1) converges strongly to a fixed 
point off. 
Proof. There exists a subsequence a!,,, ---f t, 0 < t < I. x, E K for each n, 
since f(E) C K. Therefore yn E co(K), the closed convex hull of K, which 
implies x,+i E co(K u (x,,)). There exists a subsequence {xl;} of (x,,!) with 
xk+x, ZEE. Also ol,,--tt. 
Lim, Pn = 0 implies yk = pk f (xk) + (I - ,Gk) xk 4 X. Therefore xk+i = 
c+ f (y,J + (1 - OIJ xk + tf (5) + (1 - t) X. It can be shown that Lemma 2 
of [2] is valid, so that /I 5 - p // = I/ t(f(%) - p) + (1 -- t) (X - p)li , But 
11 f (3) - p /I < I/ x - p )/ . Since X is strictly convex, we obtain f (2) = X. 
- From Lemma 2, x, + x. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, E a closed convex 
subset of X, f : E + E, f E Q on E with at least one jixed point p E E. Let 
{a,}, {/I,} satisf<y (i), (iii), with {a,} bounded away from 0 and 1. With yn = 
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,&f&J + (1 - A) x, , {x,} de$ned by Cl), each of the sequ~ces {G+~ - x,> 
and { f( yn) - x,} converges strongly to 0 E E. 
THEOREM 7. Let X, E, f, (a,,}, {&,}, be as in Theorem 6, with lim /I, = 0, 
and I - f closed. If {x,} clusters strongly at some point p in E, then f (p) = p and 
x,-P. 
The proof of Theorems 6 and 7 are similar to their counterparts in [2] and 
are thus omitted. 
We shall let 2 denote the set of mappings f : X-, X which satisfy the 
property that, for each pair of points x, y E X, at least one of the following is 
true. 
(4 Ilf (4 - f (r>ll < 01 IIx - y II, 
(4 llf (x) - f (y)ll < B[ll x - f(x)ll + II y - f (r>lll, 
(iii) IlfM -f(r)ll < rEll x -f(r)ll + lly -fWll, 
where (Y, /3, y are real fixed nonnegative numbers satisfying 01 < 1, /I, y < +. 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, E a closed convex 
subset of X, f : E + E, f E 2 on E. Let {an}, (83 satisfy (i) and let C ak( 1 - ak) 
diverge. Then the {x,} of (1) contierges to the fixed point off. 
Proof. Theorem 1 of [lo] shows that f has a unique fixed point in X. Call 
it p. For any x E E. 
II%+1 - P II G %z llf(YJ - P II + (1 - 4 II %I - P II . 
Since ZC 8, IIf -P II d IIyn -P II . But 
II yn - P II < 8, llf (XT&) - P II + (1 - Bn) II XVI - P II < Ii %i - P II f 
Thus {II xn - P ID is monotone decreasing in n. The remainder of the proof is 
exactly the same as that of [6, Theorem 41. 
Ciric [3] has defined a quasi-contractive (QC) mapping to be one which 
satisfies the following: Let f: X-t X. There exists a number h, 0 < h < 1 
such that, for each x, y E X, 
IIfW -f(Y)ll 
G h m=(ll x - Y II , II x - f Wll , II Y - f (v>ll , II x - f Wll , II Y - f (x)11>. 
(2) 
It has been shown in [9] that the above definition is one of the most general 
contractive definitions for which Picard iteration yields a unique fixed point. 
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THEOREM 9. Let dY be a Banach space, f: A- X, f E QC OIL .I-. Lrt 
{a,), {/3J sati@ (i) with ((Y,~] bounded away from zeyo. If {x,), defined bjl (I), 
converges to a point p, then p is the unique Jixed point off. 
Proof. From (I), xnrl - .I”, = a,( f (yn) - x,). Since s,, P> p, 
II %a+1 - x, I/ + 0. {anI bounded away from zero implies lim, 1: f (yn) -~ s,~ ~ 
0. Since f E QC, 
II f (Q - .fbn)li < h max{l~ x,,- ?‘“L II > il xn -f(%)l > I’Yn -f(Y?J ) 
il x, - f (y,)ll , II yn - f (4/l, 
where 
‘I xn - yn II = Pn II x, - f (x,)tl < II x, - f (yn)ll + il f (m) - f bti f 
1/ yn - f (YJll < Pn Ilf G&L) - f(Yn)ll + (1 - I%) II XT, - f (YJ 
.< lIf(4 -f(Yd + iI x, --f(Yn)li T 
l!J’n -f(%z)ll = (1 - IL) II %I -f(%z)li 
,< II xn - f (Yn)l! t f (Yn) ~ f (%)ll . 
Therefore il f (4 - f (yn)!l < maxW(~ - h), 4 II 3, - f (%A , and 
lim, Il.&J - f (Y,)ll = 0. 
Also, I/ xn - f(G!l < 1~ %l - f(Yn)ll +‘lifbJ --f(A , so that 
lim, 11 x, -f (x,)11 = 0. 
Since f E QC, 
ilf(~~)-f(p)ll~~~~~{ilx,-pIl,ll~~-f(~~)ll,IIp-f(~)ll,II~-f(~n)lI, 
II xn - f Ml, 
where 
II P - f @iI G Ii p - x, II + II x, - f (4 + llf W - f (P>ll ,
II P - .f(x,)ll < II P - x, Ii + II x, - f (4 , 
II x, - f (P)!i < II Xn -fh)!i + llf(4 -f@)lI. 
Therefore 
lif (4 - f (P)ll < ma+ II x, - P II , h II x, -f h)ll, 
h/U - h) [II xn - P II + II x?l -f (%lll, 
4 xn -PllSII%2 -f (~n)lll~ W - 4 II xn -f(dl>, 
and lim, f (x,) = f (p). 
IIf -P II G IIfW -fG%&)ll + IlfW - %a II + II ‘% --PI19 
so that f (p) = p. From [3], p is unique. 
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Theorem 7 of [6] can be extended to quasi-contractive mappings. It is an 
open question whether the Mann iterative process can be replaced by that 
of Ishikawa for quasi-contractive mappings. 
THEOREM 10. Let X be a Banach space, f: X+ X, f E lip on X. Let {a,}, 
{fin> satisfy (i), and (iv) with {a,} b ounded away from zero. If the {xn) of (1) 
converges to a point p, then p is a $xed point off. 
Proof. Using (l), x,+i - x, = a,( f (y,) - xn), so that {xn} convergent 
and {CC,} bounded away from zero imply lim, 11 f (y,) - x, I/ = 0. (( yn - p /j = 
II Pnf(%) + (1 - Bn) x7z - P II G AL IIfW - P II + (1 - Pn) II xn - P II . 
x, +p and f E lip imply that f(xn) + f(p). Therefore /I f(xn) - p /I is 
bounded. Since fin --t 0, we have lim, 11 yn - p (/ = 0. But 11 f (YJ - f(p) 11 < 
LIIY~-PII+O. Therefore IIf -PII <IIf(fh)lI + IlfbJ - 
x?z II + II %I - P II - 0, and p is a fixed point off. 
Theorems 12-18 of [6], which are generalizations of the corresponding 
results in [l], can all be extended to the iteration scheme defined by (I), with 
(i) the only restriction on {Pn}. 
Let Pz denote the set of strictlypseudocontractive mappings; i.e., f E Pz on X 
means that there exists 0 < K < 1 such that, for each pair x, y E X, 
llf~~~-f~Y~l12~ll~-Yl12+~II~~-f~~~~-~~-f~~Y~l12~ (3) 
The class P3 of Lipschitzian pseudocontractive mappings consists of the 
mappings satisfying (3) for k = 1 and which are Lipschitzian. 
Since every f in P, is Lipschitzian, P2 C P3 . We now demonstrate that the 
inclusion is proper in certain spaces. 
Let T: H + H, H a real Hilbert space. Define 
M2 = {T j there exists a constant 01, 0 < 01 < 1 such that 
(TX - Ty, x - y) > 01 II TX - Ty /I2 for each pair x, y E H}, 
and 
M3 = {T / T is monotone; i.e., (TX - Ty, x - y) > 0 for x, y E H). 
In [l ] it has been shown that f belongs to P2 or P3 if and only if I - f 
belongs to M2 or M3 , respectively. (Membership in Ms does not imply that f 
is Lipschitzian.) In terms off, M2 and MS can be written in the form 
(f(x) - f(Y), x - Y) G [(I + k) II x - Y II2 - (1 - k) II f(x) - f (Y)l121/2k, 
and 
(4) 
(f(x) - f(Y)> x - Y) < II x - Y 112, (5) 
respectively. 
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If H is the set of reals and y > x, then (4) and (5) become 
(f(x) -f(Y)) (x -Y) G I(1 + 4 (X-Y)” - (1 - k) (f(x) --f(YN21P 
and 
(6) 
f(Y) -f(x) G (Y - 4. (7) 
Ify > x impliesf(y) <f(x), then (7) is automatically satisfied. (6) becomes 
(1 - K) 22 - 2&z& - (1 + k) wa < 0, (8) 
where z = /f(y) - f(x)1 , w = y - x. (8) is satisfied for z < 
(k + 1) 41 - 4. 
For each x <y such thatf(y) >f(x), (7) may be written /f(y) -f(x)1 < 
/ y - x 1 , and (6) becomes (1 - li) z2 + 2kzw - (1 + K) w2 < 0, which is 
satisfied for z < w; i.e., 1 f(y) - f(x)1 < 1 y - x 1 . Therefore (6) and (7) are 
identical. For f Lipschitzian with modulus L, pick K such that 
L < (K + I)/(1 - K), and Pz and P3 agree over the reals. 
The function f(x) = (1 - x213)3/2, 0 < x < 1, is an example of a pseudo- 
contractive function which is not Lipschitzian. 
In R2definef byf(x,y) -(-y,x). Thenf maps [-1, l] x [-I, l] into 
itself, f E P3 , but f $ P2 . 
Browder and Petryshyn [l] provide an iteration scheme which converges 
strongly to a fixed point for each f E P3 which satisfies the additional restric- 
tion (x, f (x)) < I/ x iI2 for x E S,(O), E = B,(O), where S,(O) = {x: I/ x 11 = r} 
and B,(O) = {x: /I x 11 < r}. The iteration scheme (1) allows us to remove the 
hypothesis (x, f (x)) < // x j12. Furthermore, the scheme works for functions 
that do not satisfy the Leray-Schauder condition. 
Let X be a Hilbert space and define f on X by 
fG4 = r(l + x0 > x1,x, v-)/(1 + y>, 
foreachx=(x,,x,,x,,... ). Then f E P3 and f : B,(O) ---) B,(O), but f does not 
satisfy the Leray-Schauder condition. 
Comments. (1) Ishikawa [5] provides an iteration scheme which calcu- 
lates fixed points for P3 mappings in a Hilbert space. [6, Theorem 81 shows 
that the Mann iterative process can be used for calculating fixed points of P2 
mappings. As mentioned earlier, Theorem 8 cannot be deduced from [5], 
nor can the proof of Theorem 8 be extended to P3 mappings. It would be of 
interest to find a modification of Ishikawa’s theorem which includes 
Theorem 8. 
(2) Theorem 1 verifies that both the Ishikawa and Mann iterative 
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schemes can be used for continuous self-mappings of a compact interval on 
the real line. For computational purposes it is of interest to know which of the 
two processes is more efficient. The author has programmed both schemes 
for the functions f(x) = (1 - x)?n for m = 7, 8 ,..., 29, x,, = .9, and 01, = 
pn = (n + 1)-1/Z. I n each case the Mann iterative process converged to a 
fixed point (accurate to eight places) in 9-12 iterations, whereas the Ishikawa 
method required 38-42 iterations for the same accuracy. Theorem 3(a) 
shows that the Ishikawa method is better than the Mann method for increasing 
functions, but parts (c) and (d) of Th eorem 3 show that Picard iteration is 
best for increasing functions. 
(3) A natural question is whether the Ishikawa and Mann iterative 
schemes can be extended to continuous self-mappings of compact, convex 
sets in Rn for n > ‘1. We answer this question in the negative by providing an 
example of a function of class Lip L, L > 1, for which the schemes diverge. 
That both iteration procedures are valid for any function of class Lip L for 
L < 1 follows from [2, Theorem 31. 
Fix L > 1 and let D denote the disc in A2 with center at the origin and 
radius L. Define f: D --f D by the composition f = f3 o fe 0 fi , where fi is the 
radial projection 
fdx) = x> if I, XII f 1, 
= x/II x II > if I/XII > 1, 
fe is a rotation through an angle 0, and f3 is the expansion f3(x) = Lx. Thus f 
maps D into itself with Lipschitz constant L. If jl x 11 > 1 then, for each 0 
satisfying 0 < arc cos(L-I), any convex combination y of x and f (x) satisfies 
11 y j/ > 1. Moreover, if 0 < 4 arc cos(L-l), then any convex combination x 
ofxandf(y)hasIIzi\>l.Th f ere ore neither the Mann nor Ishikawa itera- 
tion schemes converge to 0, which is the only fixed point off. 
The author takes this opportunity to thank Professor D. F. Bailey for the 
construction of this example. 
It is an open question whether either of the Mann or Ishikawa iteration 
procedures can be extended to a class of functions larger than P, . 
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